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I. INTRODUCTION 
Keyword-based search has been the most popular search in today’s searching world. The result of 

Keyword based search is better than Google .On Google search engine user or searcher did not find relevant 

image result. This is because of two reasons.  

1) Queries are in general short and non-specific.  

2) Different users may have different intentions for the same query  

Searching for apple by a farmer has a different meaning from searching by a technical person .There is one 

solution to solve these problems is personalized search where user specific information is considered to 

distinguish between exact intentions of user queries and re-ranked the images. 

 

Fig. 1: (top) non-personalized and (bottom) personalized search results for the query “Samsung Laptop”. 

 

ABSTRACT 
The social networking sites, such as flicker allows users to upload images and annotate it 

with descriptive labels known as tags. Personalized image searching is the way to searching images 

according to intension of users and that personalized image result is relevant to the individual user. 

Personalized web search takes an advantage of information about an individual that tagging to an 

image for identifying the most relevant image result for that person. The main challenge for 

personalization lies in collecting user profiles which describes information about the user. The user 

preferences and fired query are used to obtained relevant image result. The proposed system 

contains three components: A Ranking based multi-correlation tensor factorization (RMTF) model is 

proposed to perform annotation prediction, which is considered as user’s preference according to 

annotating or tagging to an image. Corpus is used to analyze users, their annotating images and 

users tags for each image to find users specific topics .The proposed algorithm perform topic 

modeling which is used to generate user specific topics. The single word query selection is used for 

searching relevant image result. The query mapping or query relevance and topic sensitive user 

preferences (TSUP) are integrated into final ranked result of relevant images.  
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Fig. 1 shows the example for non-personalized and personalized image search results from the search engines. 

The non-personalized search returned results only based on the user query relevance and displays Samsung 

laptop images as well as it can displays the Samsung charger battery on the above image in fig.1. While 

personalized search results consider as both user query relevance and user preference, so the personalized results 

from a laptop lover rank the laptop images on the top. Increasingly developed social networking websites, like 

Flicker and YouTube allow users to create, share, upload, and annotate images. Flicker database is used to 

demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed system. The proposed system has two components  

1) Ranking Based Multi-correlation Tensor Factorization model (RMTF) is used to calculate user’s annotation 

prediction which provides user preferences to assigning tag on image. RMTF avoids common noisy problem 

and sever sparsity problem.  

2) User Specific Topic Modeling (USTM) is introduced for performing topic modeling .Mapping query 

relevance and user preferences are combined into providing highly relevant ranked images. 

II.  BACKGROUND 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

 

                                                        Fig. 2: Architecture of proposed system 
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Proposed system is worked into two stages i.e. offline and online stages.  

Offline stage:  

1. Ranking Based Multi-correlation tensor Factorization (RMTF)  

2. User Specific Topic Modeling (USTM)  

3. Topic-Sensitive Users Preferences (TSUP)  

Online stage:  

4. User Specific Query Mapping (USQM)  

5. Ranking Based Image Searching. 

 

1. Ranking Based Multi-correlation tensor Factorization (RMTF)  
When user u tagged on any particular image id, then that user id, image id, tag named is stored into a 

database at an offline stage. This database is in the format of ternary interrelationship between users, images and 

tags. This database is give as an input to RMTF model. The RMTF model calculates user’s preferences to assign 

the tag to a particular image i.e. RMTF provide the users annotation prediction. The tagging data can be viewed 

as a set of triplets (U I T).RMTF calculates user’s preferences by using sigmoid (objective) function sigmoid 

function retunes values between 0 to 1 that means user preferences lies in between 0 to 1. 

2. User Specific Topic Modeling (USTM)  
After calculating RMTF values, corpus is created for generating topic modeling. Corpus is the folder in 

which no of folders are created for each user manually. Each folder contains text file for each image and that 

text file contains tags that user given to that particular image. Corpus is gives as an input to the algorithm.LDA 

algorithm performed topic modeling. USTM model gives topics for each user; each topic has specific number of 

relevant terms to each other.  

3. Topic-Sensitive Users Preferences (TSUP)  
USTM model already calculates topics; TSUP calculates topic preferences according to particular user 

tagging to any image. Each topic having specific number of relevant terms. TSUP calculate preferences for 

those relevant terms under particular topics. TSUP calculates topic-sensitive user’s preferences by using RMTF 

and USTM model.  

 

4. User Specific Query Mapping (USQM)  
User fired query q on search engine then that query q map from user specific topics. If query q mapped 

from USTM then relevant terms of that topic are arranged in ascending order according to topic sensitive user 

preferences.  

 

5. Ranking Based Image Searching  
User fired query q on search engine that the query q mapped from more than one topic. Then there is 

need of ranking of those topics according to topic sensitive user preferences. Finally we have obtained highly 

relevant ranked images .But if query q does not mapped with any topic in USTM then search engine display 

normal result like google. 

3.1 Advantages  
1. The proposed system used RMTF model for calculating user annotation prediction. It avoids Common Noisy 

problem and sever sparsity problem.  

2. By using this system we predict the profile of any person.  

3. Any person can find the personalized image list easily.  

4. User obtained highly ranked images.  

 

3.2 Algorithm  
The Algorithm to be used in our system:  

 

3.2.1 LDA algorithm: 

The LDA Algorithm stands for “Latent Dirichlet Allocation Algorithm”. This algorithm done the job of user’s 

specific topic generation in the personalized image search  

 

3.2.2 Steps of algorithm  

[1] Decide the number of words N that the document have. 

[2] Go through each document; decide the number of topics K.  
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[3] for D=0 to M do  

[4] for T=0 to K do  

[5] for W=0 to N do  

[6] for i=0 to m do  

[7] for j=1 to n do  

[8] W[i] assigned to first topic.  

[9] Calculate distance between W[i] and W[j];  

[9.1] if threshold < distance (W[i], W[j])  

[9.2] W[j] assigned to next topic.  

[9.3] else W[j] assigned to current topic.  

[10] Repeating the previous step a large number of times until remaining words are allocating in topics. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Metadata created by users through their everyday activities on social networking site is used to obtain 

highly relevant images. Ranking Based Multi-correlation tensor factorization is introduced to eliminate the 

severe sparsity problems appeared in existing system. To find user’s topic, LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) 

algorithm is used. The system introduces two main components to obtained personalized images. First is to 

calculate user’s preferences to assign a tag to the image and second is selection of single keyword query for 

relevant image searching. Users Sensitive Topics are generated to predict the user’s profile. The query mapping 

or query relevance and topic sensitive user preferences (TSUP) are integrated into final ranked result of relevant 

images.  
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